Photo Cookie Pricing
Orders must be placed 1 week prior
Must be purchased in 1 dozen increments--no exceptions.
Add $2 for each flavor change, up to 3 flavors per dozen
3” Sugar included in the following prices
1 dozen
1 design $24
2-5 designs $27
6 or more designs $30
Additional charges may occur based on design request
4” Sugar
Add $2 for each flavor change, up to 3 flavors
1 dozen Sugar prices:
1 design $36
2-5 designs $39
6 or more designs $42
Copyright laws are important to respect. Our bakery staff faces stiff fines if they reproduce any photos
that are copyrighted. Look at the picture you have, and if it has the © or ® symbol on it, we can’t put
it on your cookies.
This includes TV, cartoon, & movie characters, sports teams, University logos, school, fashion labels
and more. Making sure you have written permission to use the copyrighted design ensures you and
your cake decorator are not liable and possibly subjected to any of the following penalties for
copyright infringement:

Photo copyright laws---WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO DENY YOUR PHOTO IF WE FEEL IT FALLS
UNDER ANY OF THESE
Copyright laws are important to respect. Our bakery staff faces stiff fines if they reproduce any photos
that are copyrighted. Look at the picture you have, and if it has the © or ® symbol on it, we can’t put
it on your cookies.
Under the current copyright law in the United States you must obtain permission from the copyright
owner if you want to use their design on any item, including cakes, in which an exchange of money
takes place to receive. This includes TV, cartoon, & movie characters, sports teams, school,
University logos, fashion labels and more.
Making sure you have written permission to use the copyrighted design ensures you and your cake
decorator are not liable and possibly subjected to any of the following penalties for copyright
infringement:
Infringer pays the actual dollar amount of damages and profits.
The law provides up to $150,000 for each work infringed.
Infringer pays for all attorney’s fees and court costs.
The Court can issue an injunction to stop the infringing acts.
The Court can impound the works and the infringer can go to jail

